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The crank shedding motion is exclusively designed for plain weaving.

The rotation of the main motor is transmitted via the RH and LH bearing boxes to each of the eccentric disks which drive

the connecting rods, main treadle levers, and sub treadle levers. Accordingly, the heald frames joined to the harness rods

(turnbuckles) move up and down.

The crank shedding motion is available in the following two types:

・ Single-harmonic crank shedding motion

This motion has almost no static crank angle at both the upper and lower sheds so that it is suitable for high-speed

weaving. However, the cloth appearance of spun yarn fabrics will be of minimal quality.

・ Multi-link crank shedding motion

This motion has static crank angles so that the cloth appearance of spun yarn fabrics will be quite good. However, it

is not suitable for high-speed weaving.
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4.2.1 Single-harmonic Crank SheddingMotion

The single-harmonic crank shedding motion is available

in two types—for spun yarn and for filament. Each of

those types may set the shed close timing and shed size

matching yarns conditions.

[1] Shed Close Timing

The shed close timing is expressed by the crank angle at

which the heald frames become aligned.

The table below lists the standard shed close timings.

Types of single-harmonic crank

shedding motion
Crank angle

For spun yarn 310°

For filament yarn 345°

NOTE: Heald frame alignment

In case of spun warp a), heald frames are not

completely aligned. That is, height "H" from heald

frame guide X to heald frames 1 and 2 is 1.5 mm

shorter than that of heald frames 3 and 4.

In case of filament warp b), heald frames are not

completely aligned. That is, height "H" from heald

frame guide X to heald frames 1 and 2 is 0.8 mm

shorter than that of heald frames 3 and 4.
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[1.1] Modifying shed close timing

a) Spun warps (Ex. 290°→300°)

b) Filament warps (Ex. 350°→0°)

(1) Remove the cloth roller from the weaving

machine.

(2) Set the crank to the following angle with tool

handle 1:

a) 70° for spun warps

b) 120° for filament warps

(3) Press the emergency stop button down until it

locks itself and the machine.

(4) Loosen two bolts (not interfering with connecting

rod 3) out of the three bolts 4 on eccentric disc 2

at each side of the machine.

(5) Release the emergency stop button and press the

RELEASE BRAKE switch. Run the machine in

the forward direction until the crank comes to the

following angle:

a) 290° for spun warps

b) 350° for filament warps

(6) Press the emergency stop button down until it

locks itself and the machine.

(7) Place jack 6 (77135-00003) under main treadle

lever 5 at each side of the weaving machine to

support lever 5.

NOTE: The jack pressure should be kept at a

level where the heald frame will not

lower by its own weight if the three bolts

on eccentric disc 2 are loosened.

(8) Loosen bolt 4 (not loosened in step (4)) on

eccentric disc 2.

(9) Release the emergency stop button and press the

RELEASE BRAKE switch. Run the machine in

the forward direction until the crank comes to the

following desired angle:

a) 300° for spun warps

b) 0° for filament warps
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(10) Press the emergency stop button down until it

locks itself and the machine.

(11) Check that jack 6 is fully in contact with main

treadle lever 5 at each side of the weaving

machine.

(12) Tighten bolt 4 loosened in step (8).

(13) Remove jack 6 from each side of the weaving

machine.

(14) Release the emergency stop button and press the

RELEASE BRAKE switch. Run the machine in

the reverse direction until the crank comes to the

following desired angle:

a) 70° for spun warps

b) 120° for filament warps

(15) Press the emergency stop button down until it

locks itself and the machine.

(16) Tighten two bolts 4 loosened in step (4).

(17) Release the emergency stop button and press the

RELEASE BRAKE switch, then run the machine

in the forward direction.

When the crank is placed at the desired angle as

listed below, check that heald frames are aligned

as shown in the left figure.

a) For spun warps (Ex.) 300°

b) For filament warps (Ex.) 0°

(18) Run the machine one more turn and check the

heald frame alignment again.

CAUTION: When removing the eccentric disk

adapter, match the hole of the adapter and

the frame reference hole with the shed

closing timing of +45°.

(Follow steps (1) to (18) in "[1.1]

Modifying shed close timing" to adjust or

modify the shed closing timing.)
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[1.2] Correcting the shed close timing lag

If a shed close timing lag occurs between the 1st and

2nd turns of the crank, make the following adjustment:

(Example)

1st turn 2nd turn
Shed close

timing

Height of

1st heald frame
47mm 43mm

350°
Height of

2nd heald frame
45mm 45mm

(1) Rotate the machine two turns with hand wheel 1

(J8201-02010-00) to obtain the average height of

each heald frame at the 1st and 2nd turns.

According to the above example,

Average height of 1st heald frame:

(47+43)÷2= 45 mm

Average height of 2nd heald frame:

45 mm at both the 1st and 2nd turns = No lag

Therefore, no adjustment is required for the 2nd

heald frame.

(2) Perform steps (1) through (4) in [1.1] Modifying

the shed close timing.

(3) Set the crank angle at 350°.

(4) Press the emergency stop button down until it

locks itself and the machine.

(5) Put jack 6 (77135-00003) in main treadle lever 5

(for the 1st heald frame) on both sides to support

the main treadle lever.

NOTE: Keep the jack pressure in a degree in

which heald frames do not come down

with their dead weight even when three

bolts 4 on eccentric disk 2 are loosened.

(6) Loosen one bolt 4 (which was not loosened in

step (4) in item [1.1]) on eccentric disk 2.

(7) Jack up or down the main treadle lever 5 so that

the height of the 1st heald frame becomes 45 mm.

(8) Perform steps (10) through (16) in [1.1]

Modifying the shed close timing.
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[2] Changing the Shed Size

(1) Loosen bolt 1 which secures connecting rod 2.

(2) Loosen bolt 5.

(3) Move connecting rod 2 to align end A of special

washer 3 with the desired gradation on scale S

installed on main treadle lever 4, by referring to the

tables below.

(4) Tighten bolt 1.

(5) Tighten bolt 5.

The tables below show the relationship between the

gradation on scale S and the shed size.

a) For spun yarns b) For filament

Graduation 3 is the standard. Graduation 3 is the standard.

Graduation

on scale

Shed size (mm)

Shed angle
Graduation

on scale

Shed size (mm)

Shed angleFrame

No.1

Frame

No.4

Frame

No.6

Frame

No. 1

Frame

No.4

Frame

No.6

1 66.0 85.8 98.7 28° 1 48.9 63.0 72.4 20°

2 70.5 91.6 105.3 30° 2 53.1 68.5 78.7 22°

3 75.0 97.5 112.1 32° 3 57.6 74.2 85.4 24°

4 79.6 103.5 119 34° 4 61.8 79.7 91.6 26°

5 84.0 109.4 125.8 36° 5 66.2 85.1 97.8 28°

c) For spun yarns (high-speed specification)

Graduation 3 is the standard.

Graduation

on scale

Shed size (mm)

Shed angleFrame

No.1

Frame

No.4

1 61.6 79.4 26°

2 66.1 85.3 28°

3 70.2 90.6 30°

4 74.7 96.3 32°

5 79.1 102.0 34°
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[3] Height of Lower Warps

The height of lower warps is expressed by approximate

distance "a" from the top end of slay 1 to lower warps 2

at the maximum shed size. Measure "a" at the center of

the cloth.

[3.1] Shed angle and lower warp height

The tables below show the relationship between

the shed angle and distance "a."

・For spun yarn (Shed close timing: 310°)

Shed angle 28° 30° 32° 34° 36°

"a" (mm) 23 22 21 20 19

・For filament (Shed close timing: 345°)

Shed angle 20° 22° 24° 26° 28°

"a" (mm) 24 23 22 21 20

・For spun yarn (high-speed specification)

(Shed close timing: 310°)

Shed angle 20° 22° 24° 26° 28°

"a" (mm) 24 23 22 21 20
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[3.2] Adjusting the height of lower warps

(a) Harness rod type

To adjust the height of lower warps, change distance "

a" shown on the previous page according to the

procedure given below.

(1) Set the crank angle at the maximum shed.

(2) Press the emergency stop button down until it

locks itself and the machine.

(3) Put jack 6 (77135-00003) under each of sub

treadle levers 8 lowered, to support those levers.

(4) Loosen slotted bolt 7 on each of those main

treadle levers.

(5) Jack up or down those main treadle levers so that

the heald frames come to the desired height.

(6) Tighten slotted bolt 7 on each of those main

treadle levers.

(7) Remove all of the jacks 6.

(8) Make the same adjustment steps (1) through (7) as

above for the opposite side of the heald frames.

To return the main treadle levers to the original

position, follow the procedure given below.

(1) Press the emergency stop button down until it

locks itself and the machine.

(2) Put jack 6 under each of sub treadle levers 8 to

support those levers.

(3) Loosen slotted bolt 7 on each of those main

treadle levers.

(4) Jack up or down each of those main treadle levers

until gauge pin 9 (J8207-17020-00) can be

inserted into gauge holes provided in main treadle

lever 5 and sub treadle lever 8.

(5) When gauge pin 9 inserted in the main and sub

treadle levers becomes horizontal, tighten slotted

bolt 7.

NOTE: Gauge holes in the sub treadle lever

3: For spun yarn

1: For filament
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(b) Turnbuckle type

To adjust the height of lower warps, change distance "

a" shown on the previous page according to the same

procedure as described in (a) Harness rod type. In

addition, the turnbuckle type allows you to adjust each

heald frame according to the procedure given below.

(1) Set the crank angle at the maximum shed.

(2) Press the emergency stop button down until it

locks itself and the machine.

(3) Loosen nuts 11 and 12 of the lowered heald

frames.

(4) Rotate turnbuckle 5 until the heald frames come

to the desired height.

(5) Tighten nuts 11 and 12.

(6) With the hand wheel (tool), turn the machine by

hand to move the raised heald frames down to the

lowermost position.

(7) Repeat steps (3) through (5).
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[4] Heald Frame Guides

NOTE: During the following adjustment work for

clearance "a" between heald frame guides 1 and

heald frame 2, do not move left heald frame

guide bracket 3.

(1) Loosen bolt 5 on right heald frame guide bracket 4.

(2) Press heald frame 2 fully against left heald frame

guide 1.

(3) Move right guide bracket 4 to the right and left so

that the total of right and left clearances "a" is 1-2

mm between heald frame guides 1 and heald frame

2. Then, tighten bolt 5.

(4) Adjust heald frame 2 so that the right clearance

equals the left one.
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※Adjusting the frame guide space

If frame guide space"A" is set too wide,the heald

frames swing to the front and rear when the

machine is in operation so that load will be

applied to lower DRC connector 3, accelerating

the break of DRC connector 3.

When no warp tension is applied ,the frame-

toframe guide gaps should be as follows:

・Gap "B" from the 1st frame(from the cloth fell

side)to the upper and lower frame guides=0mm

・Gap "C"from the rearmost frame(at the beam

side)to the upper frame guide=3 to 5 mm

・Gap"C" from the rearmost frame(at the beam

side)to the lower frame guide=3mm

NOTE:

・For those machines whose reed space is wide,

there are a total of six points(two at the upper

section and four at the lower section)to be

adjusted.

Especially If the gaps at the lower section is wide,

it may cause early damage as a result.

・When the machine vibrates greatly,the heald

frames will swing to the front and rear so as to

interfere with the top rail.This interference will

further cause those frames to swing.Do not set the

frame guides out of the typical gap specifications.
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[5] Replacement of Heald Frame

[5.1] Harness rod type

■ Installation

(1) Set the crank angle at the shed close timing.

(2) Fit the special tool (J8207-11010-00) 2 on top rail

1.

(3) Hook heald frame 3 on the special tool.

(4) Apply grease to roller 6a of element 6.

(5) Fit hole 7a of harness rod 7 over roller 6a of

element 6.

(6) Turn down lever 6b of element 6.
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■ Removal

(1) Set the crank angle at the shed close timing.

(2) Fit the special tool 2 on top rail 1.

(3) Support heald frame 3 with the special tool.

(4) Turn up lever 6b of element 6.

(5) Pull out harness rod 7 from roller 6a of element 6

mounted on heald frame 8.

(6) Lift up heald frame 8 to take it off the weaving

machine.
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[5.2] Turnbuckle type (Pin-detachable type)

■ Installation

(1) Set the crank angle at the shed close timing.

(2) Fit the special tool (J8207-11010) 2 on top rail 1.

(3) Hook heald frame 3 on the special tool.

(4) Link heald frame holder 4 and turnbuckle 5 with

pin 6, then secure the pin with setscrews 7.

(5) Fit nylon bushing 9 (which should be lubricated

with grease) into treadle lever 8, then secure the

treadle lever with special bolt 10 and nut 11.

■ Removal

(1) Set the crank angle at the shed close timing.

(2) Fit the special tool 2 on top rail 1.

(3) Support heald frame 3 with the special tool.

(4) Take either of the following jobs:

・Loosen setscrews 7 and remove pin 6 which

links heald frame holder 4 and turnbuckle 5.

・Remove special bolt 10 and nut 11, then pull

out nylon bushing 9 from treadle lever 8.
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[5.3] Turnbuckle type (One-touch detachable type)

■ Installation

(1) Set the crank angle at the shed open timing.

(2) Mount special tool (J8207-11010) 2 on top rail 1.

(3) Hook heald frame 3 on tool 2.

(4) Apply grease to roller 4a of element 4.

(5) Mount rod end 6 on the element.

(6) Turn down lever 4b of element 4.

■ Removal

(1) Set the crank angle at the shed open timing.

(2) Fit special tool 2 on the top rail.

(3) Support heald frame 3 with the tool.

(4) Turn up lever 4b of element 4.

(5) Pull out rod end 6 from element 4 mounted on

heald frame 5.

(6) Lift up heald frame 5 to take it off the weaving

machine.
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[6] How to Draw Warp through HealdFrames

■ Regular drawing

In the crank shedding motion, warp yarns are generally

drawn through heald frames 1, 3, and 5 placed upwards

and heald frames 2, 4, and 6 downwards, as shown at the

left. (When four heald frames are used, however, warp

yarns are drawn through heald frames 1 and 3 upwards

and heald frames 2 and 4 downwards.)

A: Warp drawing diagram
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4.2.2 Multi-link Crank SheddingMotion

This is a machine used to improve the cloth appearance

for wide weaving machines (250 cm or wider) or spun

yarn fabrics, by taking a longer time at the lower shed

than upper shed in the plain fabric crank shed.

[1] Shed Close Timing

The shed close timing is expressed by the crank angle at

which the heald frames become aligned.

Its standard value is 310° for spun yarn.

In this case, these healed frames are not aligned in a

straight line thoroughly, but a difference is allowed

between frame 1, 2 and 3, 4 by 1.5 mm as a standard.
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[1.1] Modifying the shed close timing

The shed close timing is changed from 310° to 320°

in this example here.

(1) Remove the cloth roller from the weaving

machine.

(2) Engage hand wheel tool 1 with the right side

crank shaft, then rotate it in the forward direction

to set the crank angle to 70°.

(3) Press the emergency stop button down until it

locks itself and the machine.

(4) On eccentric disk 2, loosen two bolts (out of three

bolts 4) which are not interfering with connecting

rod 3.
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(5) Release the emergency stop button and then press

the RELEASE BRAKE switch.

(6) Rotate the weaving machine reversely using a

hand wheel tool to set the crank angle to 310°.

(7) Press the emergency stop button down until it

locks itself and the machine.

(8) Put jack 6 (77135-00003) in main treadle lever 5

on both sides, and hold down the lever lightly.

NOTE: Keep the jack pressure in a degree in

which heald frames do not come down

with their dead weight even when three

bolts on eccentric disk 2 are loosened.

(9) Loosen one bolt 4 (which was not loosened in

step (4) above) on eccentric disk 2.

(10) Release the emergency stop button and then press

the RELEASE BRAKE switch.

(11) Rotate the weaving machine normally using the

hand wheel, and set the crank angle to 320°.

(12) Press the emergency stop button down until it

locks itself and the machine.

(13) Check that jack 6 supports main treadle lever 5 on

both sides.

(14) Tighten bolt 4 which was loosened in step (9)

above.

(15) Remove jack 6 on both sides.

(16) Release the emergency stop button and then press

the RELEASE BRAKE switch.

(17) Rotate the machine in the forward direction, and

set the crank angle to 70°.

(18) Press the emergency stop button down until it

locks itself and the machine.

(19) Tighten two bolts 4 which were loosened in step

(4) above.

(20) Release the emergency stop button and then press

the RELEASE BRAKE switch.

(21) Rotate the machine in the forward direction, and

check that heald frames are aligned when the

crank angle is 320°.

(22) Rotate the machine once again to set the crank

angle to 320°, and then check the heald frame

alignment.
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[1.2] Correcting the shed close timing lag

If a shed close timing lag occurs between the 1st and 2nd

turns of the crank, make the following adjustment:

(Example)

1st turn 2nd turn
Shed close

timing

Height of

1st heald frame
47mm 43mm

350°Height of

2nd heald

frame

45mm 45mm

(1) Rotate the machine two turns with hand wheel 1

(J8201-02010-00) to obtain the average height of

each heald frame at the 1st and 2nd turns.

According to the above example,

Average height of 1st heald frame:

(47+43)÷ 2 = 45 mm

Average height of 2nd heald frame:

45 mm at both the 1st and 2nd turns = No lag

Therefore, no adjustment is required for the 2nd

heald frame.

(2) Perform steps (1) through (4) in [1.1] Modifying

the shed close timing.

(3) Set the crank angle at 350°.

(4) Press the emergency stop button down until it

locks itself and the machine.

(5) Put jack 6 (77135-00003) in main treadle lever 5

(for the 1st heald frame) on both sides to support

the main treadle lever.

NOTE: Keep the jack pressure in a degree in

which heald frames do not come down

with their dead weight even when three

bolts 4 on eccentric disk 2 are loosened.

(6) Loosen one bolt 4 (which was not loosened in

step (4) in item [1.1]) on eccentric disk 2.

(7) Jack up or down the main treadle lever 5 so that

the height of the 1st heald frame becomes 45 mm.

(8) Perform steps (10) through (16) in [1.1]

Modifying the shed close timing.
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CAUTION: When removing the eccentric disk

adapter, match the hole of the adapter and

the frame reference hole with the shed

closing timing of +55°.

(Follow steps (1) to (22) in "[1.1]

Modifying shed close timing" to adjust or

modify the shed closing timing.)

[2] Changing the Shed Size

Change the shed size by changing the setting position of

numerals of dial S installed on the groove of swing lever

4 on right and left sides relative to side A of square

washer 3 on connecting rod pin 5.

(1) Loosen bolt 5 which secures connecting rod 2.

(2) Loosen bolt 6.

(3) Move connecting rod 2 to align end A of square

washer 3 with the desired gradation on scale S, by

referring to the table below.

Tighten bolt 5.

(4) Tighten bolt 6.

Position of dial S and shed size

Graduation

on scale

Shed size (mm)
Shed an-

gle
Frame

No. 1

Frame

No. 4

Frame

No. 6

1 65.5 85.0 98.0 28°

2 70.3 91.3 105.2 30°

3 75.2 97.6 112.6 32°

4 80.2 104.2 120.1 34°

5 85.4 110.8 127.7 36°
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[3] Height of Lower Warps

The height of lower warps is expressed by approximate

distance "a" from the top end of slay 1 to lower warps 2

at the maximum shed size. Measure "a" at the center of

the cloth.

[3.1] Shed angle and lower warp height

The tables below show the relationship between the

shed angle and distance "a."

For spun yarn (Shed close timing: 310°)

Shed an-

gle
28° 30° 32° 34° 36°

"a" (mm) 23 22 21 20 18
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[3.2] Adjusting the height of lower warps

(a) Harness rod type

To adjust the height of lower warps, change distance "

a" shown on the previous page according to the

procedure given below.

(1) Set the crank angle at the maximum shed.

(2) Press the emergency stop button down until it

locks itself and the machine.

(3) Put jack 6 (77135-00003) under each of sub

treadle levers 8 lowered, to support those levers.

(4) Loosen slotted bolt 7 on each of those main

treadle levers.

(5) Jack up or down those main treadle levers so that

the heald frames come to the desired height.

(6) Tighten slotted bolt 7 on each of those main

treadle levers.

(7) Remove all of the jacks 6.

(8) Make the same adjustment steps (1) through (7) as

above for the opposite side of the heald frames.
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To return the main treadle levers to the original

position, follow the procedure given below.

(1) Press the emergency stop button down until it

locks itself and the machine.

(2) Put jack 6 under each of sub treadle levers 8 to

support those levers.

(3) Loosen slotted bolt 7 on each of those main

treadle levers.

(4) Jack up or down each of those main treadle levers

until gauge pin 9 (J8207-17020-00) can be fitted

onto the groove provided in sub treadle lever 8

and into the gauge hole in treadle lever bracket

10.

NOTE: Grooves in the sub treadle lever

Heald frame

(RH)

Heald frame

(LH)

6th 5th For spun yarn

4th 3rd For filament

(5) When the fitted gauge pin 9 becomes horizontal,

tighten slotted bolt 7.
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(b) Turnbuckle type

To adjust the height of lower warps, change distance "

a" shown on the previous page according to the same

procedure as described in (a) Harness rod type. In

addition, the turnbuckle type allows you to adjust each

heald frame according to the procedure given below.

(1) Set the crank angle at the maximum shed.

(2) Press the emergency stop button down until it

locks itself and the machine.

(3) Loosen nuts 11 and 12 of the lowered heald

frames.

(4) Rotate turnbuckle 5 until the heald frames come

to the desired height.

(5) Tighten nuts 11 and 12.

(6) With the hand wheel (tool), turn the machine by

hand to move the raised heald frames down to the

lowermost position.

(7) Repeat steps (3) through (5).

NOTE: When adjusting the heald frame height by

moving the main treadle lever, use the

following rod end hole of the sub treadle

lever:

4th heald frame at RH, 3rd heald frame at

LH: For spun yarns

(The multi-link crank shedding motion

for filament is not available.)
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[4] Heald Frame Guides

NOTE: During the following adjustment work for

clearance "a" between heald frame guides 1 and

heald frame 2, do not move left heald frame

guide bracket 3.

(1) Loosen bolt 5 on right heald frame guide bracket 4.

(2) Press heald frame 2 fully against left heald frame

guide 1.

(3) Move right guide bracket 4 to the right and left so

that the total of right and left clearances "a" is 1-2

mm between heald frame guides 1 and heald frame

2. Then, tighten bolt 5.

(4) Adjust heald frame 2 so that the right clearance

equals the left one.
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※Adjusting the frame guide space

If frame guide space"A" is set too wide,the heald

frames swing to the front and rear when the

machine is in operation so that load will be

applied to lower DRC connector 3, accelerating

the break of DRC connector 3.

When no warp tension is applied ,the frame-

toframe guide gaps should be as follows:

・Gap "B" from the 1st frame(from the cloth fell

side)to the upper and lower frame guides=0mm

・Gap "C"from the rearmost frame(at the beam

side)to the upper frame guide=3 to 5 mm

・Gap"C" from the rearmost frame(at the beam

side)to the lower frame guide=3mm

NOTE:

・For those machines whose reed space is wide,

there are a total of six points(two at the upper

section and four at the lower section)to be

adjusted.

Especially If the gaps at the lower section is wide,

it may cause early damage as a result.

・When the machine vibrates greatly,the heald

frames will swing to the front and rear so as to

interfere with the top rail.This interference will

further cause those frames to swing.Do not set the

frame guides out of the typical gap specifications.
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[5] Replacement of Heald Frame

[5.1] Harness rod type

■ Installation

(1) Set the crank angle at the shed close timing.

(2) Fit the special tool (J8207-11010-00) 2 on top rail

1.

(3) Hook heald frame 3 on the special tool.

(4) Apply grease to roller 6a of element 6.

(5) Fit hole 7a of harness rod 7 over roller 6a of

element 6.

(6) Turn down lever 6b of element 6.
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■ Removal

(1) Set the crank angle at the shed close timing.

(2) Fit the special tool 2 on top rail 1.

(3) Support heald frame 3 with the special tool.

(4) Turn up lever 6b of element 6.

(5) Pull out harness rod 7 from roller 6a of element 6

mounted on heald frame 8.

(6) Lift up heald frame 8 to take it off the weaving

machine.
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[5.2] Turnbuckle type (Pin-detachable type)

■ Installation

(1) Set the crank angle at the shed close timing.

(2) Fit the special tool (J8207-11010-00) 2 on top rail

1.

(3) Hook heald frame 3 on the special tool.

(4) Link heald frame holder 2 and turnbuckle 5 with

pin 3, then secure the pin with setscrews 4.

(5) Fit nylon bushing 7 (which should be lubricated

with grease) into treadle lever 8, then secure the

treadle lever with special bolt 6 and nut 9.

■ Removal

(1) Set the crank angle at the shed close timing.

(2) Fit the special tool 2 on top rail 1.

(3) Support heald frame 3 with the special tool.

(4) Take either of the following jobs:

・Loosen setscrews 4 and remove pin 3 which

links heald frame holder 2 and turnbuckle 5.

・Remove special bolt 6 and nut 9, then pull out

nylon bushing 7 from treadle lever 8.
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[5.3] Turnbuckle type (One-touch detachable type)

■ Installation

(1) Set the crank angle at the shed open timing.

(2) Mount special tool (J8207-11010) 2 on top rail 1.

(3) Hook heald frame 3 on tool 2.

(4) Apply grease to roller 4a of element 4.

(5) Mount rod end 6 on the element.

(6) Turn down lever 4b of element 4.

■ Removal

(1) Set the crank angle at the shed open timing.

(2) Fit the special tool 2 on the top rail.

(3) Support heald frame 3 with the tool.

(4) Turn up lever 4b of element 4.

(5) Pull out rod end 6 from element 4 mounted on

heald frame 5.

(6) Lift up heald frame 5 to take it off the weaving

machine.
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[6] How to Draw Warp through HealdFrames

■ Regular drawing

In the crank shedding motion, warp yarns are generally

drawn through heald frames 1, 3, and 5 placed upwards

and heald frames 2, 4, and 6 downwards, as shown at the

left. (When four heald frames are used, however, warp

yarns are drawn through heald frames 1 and 3 upwards

and heald frames 2 and 4 downwards.)

A: Warp drawing diagram
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